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Abstract—Beamforming with wireless acoustic sensor networks
(WASNs) has recently drawn the attention of the research com-
munity. As the number of microphones grows it is difficult, and
in some applications impossible, to determine their layout before-
hand. A common practice in analyzing the expected performance
is to utilize statistical considerations. In the current contribution,
we consider applying the speech distortion weighted multi-channel
Wiener filter (SDW-MWF) to enhance a desired source prop-
agating in a reverberant enclosure where the microphones are
randomly located with a uniform distribution. Two noise fields are
considered, namely, multiple coherent interference signals and a
diffuse sound field. Utilizing the statistics of the acoustic transfer
function (ATF), we derive a statistical model for two important
criteria of the beamformer (BF): the signal to interference ratio
(SIR), and the white noise gain. Moreover, we propose reliability
functions, which determine the probability of the SIR and white
noise gain to exceed a predefined level. We verify the proposed
model with an extensive simulative study.

Index Terms—Optimal filtering, beamforming, performance
bounds, room acoustics.

I. INTRODUCTION

T ECHNOLOGY advances in recent years in the fields
of nano-technology, micro electro-mechanic systems

(MEMS) and communication have paved the road for utilizing
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in a variety of applications.
A WSN is a wireless network of nodes, distributed over a wide
area. Each node, comprises of sensors, actuators, a processing
unit and a communication transceiver. The goal of the WSN is
to perceive some physical phenomenon, analyze it, and yield
an estimated parameter or enhanced signal. The advantages of
the WSN over the classic fusion center architecture, in which
all sensors are physically connected to a single processing
unit, are in its scalability, robustness to failures and higher
performance. Relaxing the limitation of all sensors to be wired
to the central processing unit, allows for larger area spread of
the sensors, thus enabling better coverage, a closer distance to
the phenomenon origin and hence better signal to noise ratio
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(SNR) in the signal acquisition process. Alongside its many
advantages, the WSN architecture holds some great challenges
too. These challenges result from the limited resources that
each node has, namely, battery, processing power and commu-
nication-bandwidth. Estrin et al. [1] and Culler et al. [2] survey
the topic of WSNs.
In the current contribution, the WASN, in which the sensors

are microphones and the physical phenomena are the propa-
gating speech and noise sources, is discussed. Over the past
years extensive research has been made on the subject [3]–[5].
For a survey on distributed beamforming algorithms for WASN
please refer to Bertrand [6].
We consider the single desired speaker contaminated by

either multiple coherent interference signals or a diffuse sound
field. Several criteria for designing the BF and enhancing the
desired signal exist (see Van Veen and Buckley [7] for a com-
prehensive survey). Here, the SDW-MWF beamformer design
criterion [8] is adopted. The SDW-MWF distinguishes between
two contributions to the mean squared error (MSE), namely,
desired signal distortion and residual noise. By introducing a
weight , a better control of the tradeoff between these two ori-
gins of error is obtained. Two special cases of the SDW-MWF
are the multi-channel Wiener filter (MWF), which achieves
the minimal mean squared error (MMSE), and the minimum
variance distortionless response (MVDR), which minimizes the
noise variance while maintaining a desired response towards
the desired speaker. Spriet et al. analyze the performance of the
SDW-MWF [9].
As nodes of a WSN are spread out in large quantities, it

is difficult to control their exact positions and design a de-
sired beampattern as in classical BF applications. Considering
electro-magnetic signals for communication, Lo [10] proposed
to apply a statistical model to the sensors locations and to ana-
lyze the statistics of the beampattern. He considered the case of
a random linear array and a single desired source in the far-field
regime. Lo derived analytical expressions for the properties
of the beampattern designed using the data-independent delay
and sum beamformer (DS-BF). The DS-BF delays the various
microphone signals such that the desired speaker component is
coherently aligned and sums them. A statistical model for the
directivity gain, the beam-width and the sidelobe level were
derived. Analytical expressions for the general distribution of
the sensors locations are derived, as well as specific expressions
for the uniform distribution. Ochiai et al. [11] extended the
analysis to nodes that are randomly located in a two dimen-
sional disc with a uniform distribution. They considered the
application of collaborative beamforming (CB), in which each
node has an omni-directional antenna and a group, or a cluster
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of nodes, wishes to transmit a signal to some target node. By
properly designing the phases of the transmitted signals, the
nodes are able to construct a beam aimed at the target node.
Ahmed and Vorobyov [12], further extended the discussion,
and considered the CB application with three dimensional
clusters of randomly located nodes with a normal distribution.
They derived analytical expressions for the sidelobe level,
and an upper bound for its outage probability. The outage
probability of the sidelobe levels is defined as the probability
that the maximal sidelobe level is higher than a desired level.
Huang et al. [13] generalize the discussion regarding the nodes
distribution and propose a unified analysis for the properties
of the beampattern in the CB application with arbitrary node
position statistics. Hardwick et al. [14] propose a simple model
for the beam-width of a two dimensional cluster of nodes.
They considered multiple concurrent transmission channels in
a WSN and gave an approximation for the total communication
throughput. Kerby and Bernhard [15] considered a periodic
array comprising of a common basic sub-array of randomly
located nodes. They characterize the probabilistic behavior of
the beampattern in several periodic constellations.
In the field of WASN, Jan and Flanagan [16] considered

applying the matched filter array (MFA) to a two dimensional
randomly located array of microphones. They experimentally
showed the superiority of theMFA over the DS-BF in extracting
sound sources, while keeping low sidelobe levels. Kodrasi et
al. [17] show that the array performance depends significantly
on the microphone locations and compared various heuristic
array design optimization methods. They considered the su-
perdirective BF, which maximizes the directivity index. In [18]
we considered the data dependent MWF, which is constructed
according to the specific desired speech statistics as well as
noise statistics. Assuming a linear array of randomly located
microphones with a uniform distribution, we derived analytical
expressions for the statistics of the SIR and its reliability,
i.e., the probability that the SIR will exceed a desired level.
The case-study considered was a desired speaker and a co-
herent noise source in the far-field regime of a non-reverberant
environment.
Considering acoustic signals propagation, Schroeder, in the

1950s, proposed a stochastic model for the room impulse re-
sponse (RIR) and the respective frequency correlation between
microphones [19]. This work was further developed by Polack
[20]. In [21] Schroeder investigated the frequency correlation
between frequency responses in a room. For a survey on the
topic please refer to Kuttruff [22] and to Jot et al. [23].
In this contribution we extend [18] and consider an array of

randomly located microphones with a uniform distribution in
a reverberant enclosure. A single desired speaker is assumed.
Utilizing the statistical model of the RIR, we derive a statistical
model for the SIR and white noise gain and introduce their reli-
ability functions for the SDW-MWF in several noise scenarios.
Specifically, we consider the case of coherent noise
sources, where is the number of microphones, and the case of
a diffuse sound field, an infinite number of uncorrelated sources
arriving from all directions. The derived statistical model, and
the reliability functions can be used to determine the number

of microphones needed to assure a desired performance level
(with a controlled level of uncertainty). In the derivations we
model the ATF as a sum of a direct arrival component and a re-
verberant component (comprising high order reflections). Note
that this is an approximated model, since the early reflections
are not considered.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The problem is for-

mulated in Section II. We briefly present the SDW-MWF, and
derive expressions for SIR and white noise gain in Section III. In
Section IV we derive a statistical model for the ATF, and exper-
imentally verify its validity. Section V is dedicated to deriving
a statistical model for the BF criteria, namely SIR and white
noise gain, in various noise fields, namely, few coherent noises

and diffuse sound field. In Section VI we compare
the proposed model and the empirical results obtained from an
extensive simulative study. The work is summarized and con-
clusions are drawn Section VII.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In the current contribution we analyze the performance of the
SDW-MWF, aiming to enhance a desired source contaminated
by interference sources. We consider the case of randomly lo-
cated microphones with a uniform distribution in a reverberant
enclosure, and derive a statistical model for the performance.
Consider a dimensional reverberant room,

in which microphones are randomly located with a uniform
distribution. The microphone locations are given in a Cartesian
coordinate system, with the origin at the center of the room:

(1)

for , where denotes the transpose operator.
Throughout the paper, the short time Fourier transform (STFT)
domain is considered, where and denote the frame and fre-
quency indices. Let be a desired speaker positioned at
in the enclosure. The signals received by the microphones

are given by:

(2)

where denotes the ATF
relating the desired speech signal and the microphones, and

is a vector comprised of the interference signals. At this
point, a general noise field is assumed. In the next sections sev-
eral specific cases are addressed, explicitly, coherent
interference sources as well as a diffuse sound field are consid-
ered. Denote the received signals, and the interference covari-
ance matrices, respectively, as:

(3a)

(3b)

where denotes the expectation operator, denotes the
transpose-conjugate operator, and
denotes the power spectral density (PSD) of the desired signal.
We assume that the desired speech signal and the interference
signals are statistically independent. For brevity, hereafter the
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frame index is omitted from the covariance matrices and the
ATFs of the desired and interfering sources. The frequency
index where is the window length, is also
omitted, and the subsequent derivations should be understood
as frequency dependent.
In the following section, the SDW-MWF is briefly presented,

and its performance criteria are defined.

III. THE SDW-MWF

The MSE between the output of a BF, , and the desired
signal is . The SDW-MWF BF is de-
signed to minimize a weighted version of the MSE and its goal
is to enhance the desired signal . It is defined as the solu-
tion of the following minimization problem:

(4)

where is a non-negative parameter which controls the tradeoff
between the interference reduction and the desired signal distor-
tion. For the classical Wiener filter [7] (MMSE) is ob-
tained. At the limit the MVDR-BF is reached, and no
distortion is introduced to the desired signal.
Next, we define two criteria of BFs. The SIR at the output of

a BF, , is denoted and is defined as the ratio of the powers of
the desired signal and the interference signals at the beamformer
output, i.e.:

(5)

The white noise gain [24] is denoted and is defined as the SNR
gain of the BF for a spatially white noise. It equals:

(6)

By substituting (4) in (5) and (6), we obtain expressions for
the performance criteria of the SDW-MWF:

(7a)

(7b)

Note, that both expressions do not depend on . This can be at-
tributed to the fact that SDW-MWF equals the MVDR-BF fol-
lowed by a single channel SDW-MWF [25], [8] with the param-
eter . Hence, the SIR and white noise gain at the output of the
SDW-MWF equal to their respective quantities at the output of
an MVDR-BF (locally, per frequency bin).
In the next section, a statistical model for the ATF is pre-

sented. From this model we will derive the statistics of the SIR
and the white noise gain criteria for various noise fields.

IV. ATF STATISTICS

In the following sections approximations for the first and
second moments of the ATF are derived. We will show that,
under several assumptions, the ATFs relating a source with the
microphone array can be modeled as independent identically
distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables (RVs)
with zero mean and a variance which depends on the proper-
ties of the enclosure. Furthermore, ATFs of different sources are
shown to be uncorrelated.

A. Single ATF Statistics

Let be an ATF relating a coherent point source signal, lo-
cated at , and the th microphone, located at . The ATF is
comprised of two components: the direct arrival ATF and the re-
verberant component ATF. Since the microphone location, ,
is random, the ATF is also a complex RV. Explicitly:

(8)

where and denote direct arrival and reverberant components,
respectively. We assume that the direct arrival and the rever-
berant ATFs are uncorrelated. Define the room volume and sur-
face area as:

(9a)

(9b)

and denote the reverberation time as . Adopting the ATF
model of Schroeder [19], [22], is modeled as a complex
Gaussian RV:

(10)

where

(11)

and

(12)

is the exponential decay rate of the RIR tail. The latter model
is valid under the following assumptions: first, the signal wave-
length is much smaller than the room dimensions; second, mi-
crophones and sources are at least half a wavelength away from
the walls; third, the signal frequency is above the Schroeder fre-
quency, defined as:

(13)

In typical acoustic scenarios is in the order of a few
hundred Hz.
The direct arrival ATF is given in a polar representation by

(14)
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where and are the amplitude and phase responses,
respectively. Assuming spherical wave propagation:

(15a)

(15b)

where is the wavelength corresponding to the
th frequency bin, is the STFT window length, is the sam-
pling frequency rate and is the sound velocity. Furthermore,
since (15a) is not physically meaningful for , we
limit the amplitude response to for .
Without loss of generality, consider that the source is located
at the origin , and that a sphere with radius , centered
at the origin, is within the room volume. The sphere radius is
chosen such that . Since multiple phase cycles are
repeated while propagating in the sphere, the amplitude and
phase responses, and can be approximated as un-
correlated inside the sphere. We verify this approximation in
Section IV-C. Note, that the direct arrival component is a sto-
chastic variable, since it is a function of the microphone loca-
tion which is random, and that the reverberant component is sto-
chastic under Schroeder’s model. The subsequent expectation
operations should be interpreted accordingly.
Moreover, the mean phase response is approximately

(16)

and the mean direct arrival ATF is:

(17)

These results are also verified in Section IV-C.
Considering a microphone which location is uniformly dis-

tributed in a sphere with radius and using (15a), the variance
of the direct arrival equals the solution of the following integral
in spherical coordinates:

(18)

Combining (10) and (17), the mean ATF equals:

(19)

Denote the variance of the ATF:

(20)

Using the law of total probability, (20) can be written as:

(21)

Denote the critical distance, the distance from the source at
which the powers of the direct arrival and the reverberant com-

ponents are equal, as . Kuttruff [22] derived an expression for
the critical distance:

(22)

We assume that , i.e., the sphere radius is much larger
than the critical distance. Hence (the direct arrival
ATF is negligible compared to the reverberant ATF component)
for , and (21) is approximately:

(23)

Note, that we utilized the fact that and are uncorrelated.
Substituting (18) and (10) in (23) and noting that

yields:

(24)

We return to the original coordinate system, centered in the
room, and consider the statistics of an ATF vector . Since the
microphone locations are i.i.d., and since , the th element
in , depends on the location of the th microphone, , we
conclude that are i.i.d..

B. Cross -Covariance of ATFs

In this section we model the cross-covariance of the ATFs
relating two sources located at and with a microphone
randomly located at . The covariance is comprised of the sum
of the direct arrival and reverberant component covariances:

(25)

where and are, respectively, the total ATF, the direct
arrival ATF and the reverberant ATF for sources . Sim-
ilarly to (14), the amplitude and phase components of the th
source direct arrival ATF are defined as .
First, let us examine the covariance of the reverberant ATFs.

Schroeder models the reverberant ATF as the sum of multiple
independent reflections arriving from all directions. Hence, their
coherence, defined as , is equivalent to the co-
herence between two microphones located at and in a dif-
fuse sound field (comprised of multiple uncorrelated sources ra-
diating from a surrounding sphere) [26]. Explicitly, the covari-
ance equals:

(26)

where . Assuming that the distance
between the sources is much larger than the wavelength, i.e.,

, the covariance between the reverberant com-
ponent is approximately:

(27)

Consider the expectation of the inner product of direct arrival
ATFs in (25), i.e., .
Again, since and by applying same con-
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siderations as leading to (17), we approximate that the phase
and amplitude in the last expression are uncorrelated, and that

. Hence:

(28)

Finally, substituting (27) and (28) in (25), we conclude that the
ATFs are uncorrelated:

(29)

C. Model Verification

In order to verify the proposed simplified model we have
conducted several different Monte-Carlo experiments. First, the
model of the ATF statistics is examined for various reverber-
ation times and enclosure dimensions. The theoretical model
was calculated with the parameter . In the first ex-
periment, the location of a single microphone was uniformly
randomized in a 4 m 4 m 3 m room with a reverberation
time in the range . In the second
experiment, we examined the relation between the ATF statis-
tics and the room dimensions. We set the reverberation time to
0.3 sec and examined different room sizes:

m for . For each room con-
figuration in both experiments, the locations of a single source
and a microphone were uniformly randomized in the room. The
locations of the single source were randomized 4 times, and
for each case 100 locations of the microphone were random-
ized. For each case, the direct arrival and the tail of the ATF as
well as the complete ATF were generated using [27]. The nor-
malized error of the empirical mean of the ATF, is defined as

, where
denotes the empirical average. As we expect that , as
in (19), the ratio is considered to verify this
approximation in both experiments. For all tested reverberation
times and room dimensions the normalized error, averaged over
all considered scenarios, is 20 dB, and clearly the approxima-
tion holds. The theoretical and empirical (denoted
emp.) variances of direct arrival, reverberant (denoted rev.) and
total ATFs, i.e., and , are depicted in Figs. 1, 2 for both
experiments, respectively. The empirical variances were aver-
aged over the frequency range of [300 Hz, 3700 Hz]. Note that
the reverberation time, , affects the variance of the direct ar-
rival ATF, (18), from the setting and the definition of
the critical distance (22). In these figures, it is clearly depicted
that the model for , the variance of the reverberant compo-
nent, is accurate, whereas the model for , the variance of the
direct arrival, demonstrates small mismatch. The model for ,
the variance of the total ATF, is accurate, since it is mostly af-
fected by the reverberant component. These results also apply
when considering a specific frequency (in the specified range),
instead of averaging over all frequencies.
In the third experiment, we verified our theoretical result

stating that the ATFs are uncorrelated. The room dimensions
were set to 3 m 3 m 2.4 m. We tested the statement for
various reverberation times 0.2 sec, 0.4 sec and 0.6 sec, and for
different distances between the sources
m, 0.6 m, , 1.8 m. For each room configuration 4 locations
of the sources were randomly selected, and for each source

Fig. 1. Empirical and theoretical ATF variances versus reverberation time.

Fig. 2. Empirical and theoretical ATF variances versus room dimensions.

location 100 different locations of microphones were random-
ized. The empirical coherence of the total ATFs is defined as

, where we note
that and are zero mean. In a similar manner, we define

. The empirical coherence of the direct
ATFs, the reverberant ATFs and the total ATFs for all tested
reverberation times and distances between sources are lower
than 30 dB (averaged over all frequencies). The empirical
coherence versus frequency in the case of sec and

m is depicted in Fig. 3. The results of this evidently
verify the assumption that the ATFs of different sources are
uncorrelated. In all experiments a sampling rate of 8 kHz is
used.

V. BEAMFORMERS PERFORMANCE

In this section, we analyze the performance of the
SDW-MWF in various noise fields. We derive reliability
measures for the SIR and white noise gain criteria. The relia-
bility of an SIR level of is defined as the probability that the
output SIR will exceed , explicitly:

(30)
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Fig. 3. Empirical coherence between ATFs versus frequency.

Similarly, the reliability of a white noise gain level of , is
defined as the probability that the white noise gain will exceed
:

(31)

The reliability functions can be used to predict the performance
of the BF in theWASN.Moreover, they can be used to determine
the number of microphones that should be used in order to meet
a predefined performance level. However, as these measures are
statistical, for any microphones location realization, a non-zero
probability that the desired performance level will not be met
exists.

A. Coherent Interference Signals

Let be coherent noise sources lo-
cated at , respectively. Denote the covariance ma-
trix of the interference signals as:

(32)

where is the variance of the th source, for
, and let

(33)

be the ATF relating the th interfering source and the micro-
phones. The received interference signals vector, in the case of
coherent interference signals, is therefore given by:

(34)

where

(35a)

(35b)

and is a complex Gaussian sensors noise with covariance
, i.e., . Therefore, the covariance matrix

of the received interference signals is:

(36)

Consider the expression which appears in the SIR
and white noise gain criteria of the SDW-MWF in (7a) and
(7b). Applying the Woodbury identity to as defined in (36)
yields:

(37)

Now, assuming that the power of the coherent interference sig-
nals is much larger than the variance of the sensors noise, and
further assuming that , (37) can
be approximated as:

(38)

Note that, is approximately a projection matrix to the null-
subspace of , scaled by .
Let

(39)

be the singular value decomposition (SVD) of . Substituting
(39) in (38), we obtain the more compact expression:

(40)

where is an matrix comprising the last
columns of , associated with the zero singular values, which
span the null-subspace of .
Defining

(41)

and substituting (40) and (41) in (7a) and (7b) yields the simpli-
fied criteria expressions:

(42a)

(42b)

where we denote the SIR and white noise gain criteria in the
coherent noise field (for ) as and , respectively.
Note that both criteria depend on with different coeffi-
cient multipliers. Now, we turn to analyze their statistics.
Denote the th column of and the th element of as
and , respectively, for . A single

element is obtained by

(43)

which is a linear combination of the uncorrelated elements of
. From the unitarity of , we conclude that is a vector of

uncorrelated variables:

(44)

Now, since the central limit theorem (CLT)
conditions hold and hence we argue that the distribution of the
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random variable converges to the com-
plex normal distribution , where is defined
in (24):

(45)

It is easily concluded that the elements of are i.i.d.
Define

(46)

It is a Chi-square RV with degrees of freedom, i.e.,

(47)

From (46) we have:

(48)

Substituting (48) in (42a) and (42b) yields alternative expres-
sions for the performance criteria:

(49a)

(49b)

Using the probability distribution function (p.d.f.) of , the
average SIR and white noise gain, denoted and , are given
by:

(50a)

(50b)

where we substituted . Note, that the latter
averages of the SIR and white noise gain are linear with the
number of microphones.
From (49a) it is clear that is a scaled version of a Chi-

square RV with degrees of freedom. Hence, its reli-
ability (30) can be calculated as:

(51)

where

(52)

is the cumulative distribution function of a Chi-square RV with
degrees of freedom, is the Gamma function and

is the lower incomplete Gamma function.
Similarly, the reliability of the white noise gain (49b) is:

(53)

B. Diffuse Sound Field

In this section we derive the performance of an SDW-MWF
in a diffuse sound field. This noise field is can be modeled by

numerous statistically independent noise sources arriving from
all directions simultaneously . It is a common noise
field in reverberant environments, cocktail party and car sce-
narios [28]. The covariance of a diffused noise be-
tween the noise components received at the th and the th
microphones equals:

(54)

where denotes the variance of the diffuse sound field re-
ceived at each microphone. Note that the covariance is a RV
due to the random microphone locations.
Consider, the average covariance in a sphere

with radius around . Assuming that the th micro-
phone is randomly located in the sphere with a uniform distri-
bution, the expectation can be formulated as:

(55)

Now, since we can approximate:

(56)

Since the enclosure is much larger than , we assume that on
average the distance between any pair of microphones is larger
than , and propose the approximation:

(57)

Define

(58)

where is the Cholesky decompo-
sition. Since, in most cases the power of the reverberant
component dominates the ATF, we propose to model

, and by using (57) to model
as an complex Gaussian RV with the probability
distribution:

(59)

Define

(60)

and note that is a Chi-square RV with degrees of
freedom, i.e.,

(61)

Substituting (57), (58) and (60) in (7a) and (7b) yields:

(62a)

(62b)
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where we have applied the following approximation resulting
from (57):

(63)

The average SIR and white noise gain in the diffuse sound field
case are given by:

(64a)

(64b)

where we substitute . Note, that as in the co-
herent interference signals case, the latter averages of the SIR
and white noise gain are linear with the number of microphones.
Van Trees [29] showed that, for spatially white noise, the SIR
linearly increases with the number of microphones in the deter-
ministic case (when the microphone locations are not random).
Since we show that the diffuse sound field covariance matrix
can be approximated by a scaled identity matrix, we obtain a
similar result for randomly located microphones.
Similarly to (51), (53) the reliability of and are given

by:

(65a)

(65b)

where

(66)

is the cumulative distribution function of the degrees of
freedom Chi-square RV .

VI. BF MODEL VERIFICATION

A. Coherent Interference Signals

We carry out experiments to verify the theoretical model for
the statistics of and in the case of coherent noise sources.
The room dimensions are set to 4 m 4 m 3 m, the number
of microphones is , the sampling rate is 8 kHz, and
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) size is . The
number of interference signals is in the range of
and the reverberation time can take the values 0.2 sec, 0.4 sec,
0.6 sec, 0.8 sec. The received microphone signals comprise of
a coherent desired source, modeled as a 6th order auto regres-
sive (AR) random process, coherent noise sources, modeled as
an AR(1) random processes, and sensors noise. We simulate the
spectra of the signals, and substitute them in the derived for-
mulas. The average SNR of the desired source, and the average
INR of each of the coherent noise sources are set to 90 dB at the
microphones. The locations of the desired source and the inter-
ference signals are randomly selected in 4 scenarios. In each sce-
nario 100 microphones positions are drawn with a 3D uniform

Fig. 4. Quantile-quantile probability plot of versus
distribution with various numbers of coherent interfer-

ence signals, , and for a reverberation time of sec.

distribution. In each Monte-Carlo experiment, and per each fre-
quency, the SDW-MWF with is calculated, and its SIR
and white noise gain are recorded. The normalized errors of
the average SIR and white noise gain, i.e., and , defined
as and , respectively,
are dB for low and medium reverberation times, 0.2 sec,
0.4 sec, and for all numbers of interference signals scenarios.
For higher reverberation times, 0.6 sec, 0.8 sec, the measured
normalized errors are a bit higher, dB. Evidently, the for-
mulas for the average criteria (50a), (50b) are valid.
The following figures correspond to one of the desired source

and interference signals constellations at frequency 2 kHz. Sim-
ilar results are obtained for other scenarios and frequencies. In
the derivation of the theoretical model, we argued that is
a scaled RV. The quantile-quantile probability
plots of versus the distribution
is depicted in Fig. 4 for reverberation time sec, and
for various numbers of interference signals . From
this figure, the Chi-square distribution with degrees of
freedom of the scaled can be verified. We also verify that
is an complex normal vector. The reliability func-
tion of the SIR, i.e., , versus the SIR improvement (defined
as the ratio of the output and input SIR) for sec is de-
picted in Fig. 5. Clearly from this figure, the reliability function
of the SIR is verified. As expected, the reliability of the white
noise gain demonstrates similar behavior.
The reliability functions of the SIR and white noise gain were

measured for all combinations of sec
and interference signals for various values of

. Correspondingly to derivation in (51), (53), the
measured reliability criteria are independent of the parameter .
Now, we wish to verify the effect of the number of micro-

phones on the reliability measures and of the SIR and white
noise gain in the coherent interference signals case. We use the
same room dimensions as above, and set the reverberation time
to sec. We test 4 different constellations of a desired
source and a single interference signal. For each constellation
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Fig. 5. Reliability function of SIR, , versus SIR improvement with various
numbers of coherent interference signals, , and for a reverberation
time of sec.

100 microphone locations are uniformly randomized, where the
number of microphones is taken from .
As before, in each Monte-Carlo experiment and per each fre-
quency, the SDW-MWF with is calculated, and its SIR
and white noise gain are recorded. The normalized errors of the
average SIR and white noise gain, i.e., and , are dB
for all tested numbers of microphones. The theoretical relation
between the number of microphones, , and the average SIR
and white noise gain (50a), (50b), are verified, as the normal-
ized errors are considerably small.
The reliability of the SIR at a frequency of 2 kHz, i.e.,

versus the SIR improvement for various numbers of micro-
phones is depicted in Fig. 6. It is clear from this figure, that
the derived reliability function fits the empirical data. It is
interesting to note that as the number of microphones increases
the reliability function converges to a step function, and hence
the performance level becomes more deterministic. Similar
results are obtained for other frequencies and sources constella-
tions. As discussed earlier, the reliability measures (65a), (65b)
equal the probability that the performance criteria will meet a
predefined level.

B. Diffuse Sound Field

Here, we perform an experiment to verify the theoretical
model of and for the case of a diffuse sound field.
The room dimensions, the sampling rate and the DFT size are
as in the previous section, 4 m 4 m 3 m, 8 kHz and 8192,
respectively. The number of microphones is set to .
The reverberation time is set to one of the values 0.2 sec, 0.3
sec, , 0.6 sec. The received microphone signals comprise
of a coherent desired source, modeled as before by an AR(6)
random process, a diffuse sound field and sensors noise. As in
the previous experiment, we simulate the spectra of the signals,
and substitute them in the derived formulas. The average SNR
of the desired source and the average INR of the diffuse sound
field are set to 90 dB and 60 dB, respectively. The location
of the desired source is randomly selected in 4 scenarios. For
each scenario, 100 microphones positions are drawn with a 3D
uniform distribution. In each Monte-Carlo experiment, and per

Fig. 6. Reliability function of SIR, , versus SIR improvement with various
numbers of microphones.

Fig. 7. Quantile-quantile probability plot of versus
distribution with a diffuse sound field for various reverberation times.

each frequency, the SDW-MWF with is calculated, and
its SIR and white noise gain are recorded. The normalized errors
of the average SIR and white noise gain, i.e., and , de-
fined as and ,
respectively, for all tested reverberation times is about 20 dB.
Evidently, the formulas for the average criteria (64a), (64b) are
valid.
The following figures correspond to one of the source

location scenarios at frequency 2 kHz, however, similar re-
sults are obtained at other scenarios and frequencies. In the
derivation of the theoretical model, we argued that is a
scaled RV. The quantile-quantile probability plots of

versus the distribution is depicted
in Fig. 7 for reverberation times of 0.2 sec, 0.6 sec. From this
figure, the Chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom
of the scaled can be verified. The theoretical model is
verified also for other reverberation times. We also verify that

is an complex normal random vector. The reliability
function of the SIR, i.e., , versus the SIR improvement
is depicted in Fig. 8. Clearly from this figure, the reliability
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Fig. 8. Reliability function of SIR, , versus SIR improvement with a
diffuse sound field for various reverberation times.

Fig. 9. Reliability function of SIR, , versus SIR improvement with var-
ious numbers of microphones.

function of the SIR is verified. Similar results were obtained
in all other tested reverberation times. The theoretical model
for the reliability of the white noise gain is also verified in this
simulation.
The reliability functions of the SIR and white noise gain, i.e.,

and , were measured with different reverberation
times sec and for various values of

. Correspondingly to derivation in (65a), (65b), the
reliability criteria are independent of the parameter .
Now, we wish to verify the effect of the number of micro-

phones on the reliability measures of the SIR and white
noise gain in the diffuse sound field case. We use the same
room dimensions as above, and set the reverberation time to

sec. We test 4 different locations for the desired
source. For each case 100 microphones locations are uniformly
randomized, where the number of microphones is taken from

. As before, in each Monte-Carlo exper-
iment and per each frequency, the SDW-MWF with is
calculated, and its SIR and white noise gain are recorded. The
normalized errors of the average SIR and white noise gain, i.e.,

and , for all tested numbers of microphones, are about
dB. The theoretical relation between the number of micro-

phones, , and the average SIR and white noise gain (64a),
(64b), are verified from these results, as the normalized errors
are considerably small.
The reliability of the SIR at a frequency of 2 kHz, i.e.,
, versus the SIR improvement for various numbers of

microphones is depicted in Fig. 9. Clearly from this figure,
the derived reliability function fits the empirical data. Similar
results are obtained for other frequencies and source locations.
As in the case of coherent noise sources, the performance
tends to become deterministic as the number of microphones
increases.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have considered the problem of signal enhancement in
WASN applications where the microphone locations cannot be
determined in advance. Assuming that the microphones are ran-
domly located with a uniform distribution, and utilizing results
from statistical room acoustics, we analyzed the performance
of applying the SDW-MWF. Two noise fields were discussed:
first, coherent noise sources and second, a diffuse sound
field. Statistical models for two performance criteria, namely
the SIR and the white noise gain, were derived for the different
noise fields. Reliability functions, which give the probability of
a BF criterion to exceed a predefined level, were derived for
both criteria and both noise fields. The reliability functions can
be used to predict the BF performance measures in a WASN,
and to calculate the number of microphones needed to maintain
a desired level thereof with a predefined probability. The pro-
posed statistical models and reliability functions were verified
in a comprehensive simulative study.
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